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Оскiльки iнтеграцiя та кооперацiя пiдприємств перетворилися в одну з головних
передумов забезпечення їх успiшного функцiонування, то й органiзацiя управлiння iнтегрованими економiко-виробничими системами
має враховувати особливостi децентралiзованого прийняття рiшень локально оптимiзованими суб’єктами господарювання.
Метою роботи було формування теоретичного базису органiзацiї управлiння спiльною
реалiзацiєю проектiв розвитку учасниками
децентралiзованих економiко-виробничих
систем, заснованого на технологiї бiзнес-iнжинiрингу. Гiпотезою дослiдження є реалiзацiя такої органiзацiйної регламентацiї взаємодiї через створення набору бiзнес-правил,
розподiлених мiж учасниками економiко-виробничої системи. Регламентацiя бiзнес-правил та органiзацiя комунiкацiй мiж економiчними агентами забезпечується за рахунок
використання методологiї архiтектурного опису органiзацiї (Design and Engineering
Methodology for Organizations, DEMO). В
рамках застосування DEMO-методологiї
визначено сукупнiсть ключових ролей стейхколдерiв, взаємодiя мiж якими визначає
орiєнтири розвитку економiко-виробничої
системи. Розроблено сукупнiсть верхньорiвневих моделей комунiкацiї учасникiв економiко-виробничих систем. Визначено групи
правил пiдтримки стiйкостi життєдiяльностi економiко-виробничої системи.
Отриманi моделi можуть бути спiввiднесенi з рiзними стандартами архiтектурного моделювання складних систем.
Представлена логiка такого спiввiднесення на прикладi мови архiтектурного моделювання ArchiMate. Доречнiсть такого спiввiднесення обумовлена створенням
пiдґрунтя для розгортання корпоративної
iнформацiйної системи та оптимiзацiї бiзнес-процесiв економiко-виробничої системи
Ключовi слова: децентралiзацiя, економiко-виробнича система, органiзацiйна
стiйкiсть, бiзнес-iнжинiринг, онтологiя
пiдприємства
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1. Introduction
The peculiarity of modern conditions of conducting
business activities of enterprises is their involvement in the
structure of value creating networks and various supply
chains. Depending on the parameters and features of the value created, the volume of sales and the scale of activities, an
enterprise may become involved in one or more similar networks of industrial cooperation or establish such networks
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around itself. Prolonged cooperation of the participants in
these networks leads to the establishment of institutional
norms of interaction, the creation of a permanent list of
business rules, and devising a certain organizational design.
However, there may be a fairly wide variety of organizational
and legal forms of interaction of market participants, which
are proposed to be identified as economic production systems (EPSs). Such EPSs can be corporate enterprises within
networks of interaction, industrial clusters and all types
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of network structures, decentralized holdings and virtual
enterprises. It is even possible that EPSs may be based on
Uber’s principles (USA) when independent market participants interact based on certain rules of the management
company. The emergence of an Uber-type EPS is due to the
fact that it is not always cheaper or more profitable to organize communications within a company than to establish
external connections.
Organized management of such EPSs should be based
on a completely different ground, which will take into
account the institutionalization of relations between EPS
participants. The implementation of managerial influences,
in turn, can confront a number of problems, the main ones
being conscious violation of established agreements, refusal
of some EPS participants to perform their assigned business
roles, and the inability to fulfil the parameters of a consolidated business plan. Some of these problems are related to
setting the optimal parameters for organizing EPS activities, because it is at the stage of organizing the interaction
of EPS participants that most of the possible problems can
be anticipated and instruments of coercion to perform business roles can be set. Additional problems not specific to
the current activities appear at the stage of developing an
EPS. Development leads to the emergence of new qualities
in the system, which in turn requires a change in the current
approach to the EPS management. With this approach, the
problem of developing a theoretical and methodological basis
for organizing the management of the EPS participants’ engagement is actualized. The complexity of solving this problem lies in a relatively high level of decentralization of EPSs
due to a large number of decision-makers. It is not so much
about specific decision-makers as it is about the presence
of separate strategic business units in the EPS structure.
Depending on the type of EPSs, such business units can be
either individual enterprises or organizationally separated
units, branches and subsidiaries. The independence of such
strategic business units shifts the focus of research to decentralized economic production systems (DEPSs).
2. Literature review and problem statement
Studies [1–27] are devoted to researching various aspects
of establishing and supporting economic production systems.
Typically, the level of decentralization of economic production systems is not considered in these studies as the main
criterion of organization and optimization of the processes
of their management. When organizing the management of
DEPSs, the proposals [1, 2] for identifying them as “systems
of systems” should be taken into account. According to [1],
such “systems of systems” are identified as having arisen as a
result of integration into a single network of a finite number of
independent, capable and cooperating systems. It is believed
that this study should be expanded by introducing mandatory
criteria for attracting business entities into a single network,
which should be a commonality of goals and an obligatory
manifestation of emergent properties. A suggestion is that the
appearance of emergent properties should act as a criterion for
organizing management of the DEPS development. Contrary
to this, the researchers in [3, 4] mostly rely on the effect of
synergy. It is the focus on emergence that will contribute to
the appearance of the DEPS development projects.
The authors of [2], in their turn, use the concept of
“systems of systems” to describe the virtualized interac-

tion and to ensure the compatibility of enterprises within
an economic production system through the creation of a
holistic service-oriented architecture. However, although
the construction of such a design contributes to the effectiveness of interaction, it may to some extent inhibit the
development process precisely because of the desire to maintain the immutability of the service system. Accordingly,
the organization of management of the DEPS in such a case
should determine the directions of transforming the architecture of the economic production system and coordinate
such directions with all participants in the framework of a
certain communication process, which also needs a proper
organization. The requirement for the organization of proper
communications is also contained in [5], which describes the
peculiarities of organizing through-line business processes
of individual enterprises. Such features are highlighted in
terms of the concept of “interoperability”, that is, the ability
to interact. The management contours, according to the
authors of [5], are built around performance indicators and
goals distributed over the perspectives of a strategic map of
a balanced scorecard. Accordingly, the organization of management of a DEPS should determine the desirable values of
performance indicators precisely within the framework of a
certain negotiation process, which is not mentioned in [5].
In the context of the commonality of development goals,
it is reasonable to state [6] that integrated entities of corporate enterprises as one of the forms of DEPSs are locally
optimized. In [6], it is rightly emphasized that for locally
organized economic systems there is a clear awareness of
the characteristics and parameters of operation of component systems (economic entities within a DEPS) with a low
degree of understanding the characteristics of the DEPS
as a whole. The provisions of this study should be extended
to EPSs with a higher level of decentralization in which it
is even impossible to single out an entity. Such EPSs are
defined in [7] as enterprise cluster systems that have not
been fully created by anyone yet. The organization of management of such DEPSs is difficult because the participants
may change their own goals during the system’s operation
and there is no single entity responsible for the design of the
DEPS. From this point of view, it should be agreed [8] that
centralized ownership of a system involves the presence of
stakeholders who have the power and ability to control all
elements of the system.
Identification of a DEPS as a system of systems does not
imply the selection of one specific person who will make key
decisions on the development of the DEPS. Thus, it is the
independence of key stakeholders that requires founding the
DEPS development management on some organizational
support that will be based on regulating the negotiation process between such stakeholders. Such a negotiation process
should take place around a specific global description of the
DEPS. Such a description in [8, 9] is defined as “business
architecture”, containing the identification of critical processes of the DEPS, its functions, parameters of interaction
between its elements, and concerted goals.
In the context of such understanding of the business architecture, a certain layer of research is actualized as uniting
the strategy and structure of a company. In the context of
organizing DEPS operation management, two opposite approaches should be considered. The first approach, outlined
in [10], supports the thesis statement that the organizational
structure and other parameters of organizing EPS activities
are determined by the chosen strategy. There is a contrary
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view [11], where it is argued that the structure provides
uniqueness of the chosen business model (that is, the structure determines the strategy, not the other way around). According to the authors, in forming organizational support for
the development of a DEPS, it will be more effective to focus
on the cyclical alternation of these statements when a change
of the structure or strategy initiates a new negotiation process between the participants of the decentralized economic
production system. The results of such a negotiation process,
established in the form of specific regulations and business
rules, will form the basis of organizational support for the
development of the DEPS. The difficulty of creating such
organizational support will be not so much in determining
the priority of the structure or strategy but in the transformation of the existing developments [10, 11] in terms of
concerted development of the strategy and formation of the
structure of the DEPS.
There are a number of problems in the formation of organizational support for the DEPS development management,
which are individually characterized in the economic literature but which require concerted consideration. The first
problem is that when talking about systems of systems, the
possibility of having different degrees of decentralization
should be taken into account. A single large enterprise can
also be considered as a system of systems, precisely because
of the presence of several strategic business units in its
structure. An example here is the suggestions [12, 13] that
highlight the issues of organizing the management of such
strategic business units within large corporate structures.
Thus, in [12], there is a study of the correspondence of the
adopted corporate control mechanism and the effectiveness
of strategies of individual business units. This study proves
that strategic management is more important than the characteristics of financial control over a corporation. However,
the communication aspect of coordinating the parameters
of strategies of individual business units of the corporation,
which is necessary for certain types of corporate control, is
not considered in [12]. Interesting from the point of view of
distributed decision-making is study [13], which highlights a
relationship between corporate control of the holding structure and the speed of decision-making at the level of strategic business units. The authors of [13] identify the types
of corporate control organization that increase the speed
of decision-making but do not sufficiently reflect the organizational regulation of the interaction between individual
strategic business units. Accordingly, it is important to take
into account the studies [12, 13] regarding the formation of
protocols of interaction between participants of holding and
corporate structures focused on supporting the efficiency
of economic activities and making appropriate strategic
decisions.
Another problem is the so-called heterogeneity of the
DEPS. The theoretical analysis of this concept, carried out
in [14–16], has revealed various forms of manifestation of
heterogeneity and its influence on the parameters of organization of management of the economic production system.
Thus, in [14], the features of decentralized decision-making
at the macroeconomic level with regard to information
imbalance are considered. It is the asymmetry in access to
information that complicates the development of the DEPS
strategy and needs to be taken into account in the organizational structure of the DEPS. For this purpose, the findings
of [14] must be adapted to the requirements of a lower level
of the hierarchy of an economic system. In [15], the signifi-
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cance of the influence of the heterogeneity of an enterprise
and the differences in the degree of technical cooperation
of the DEPS participants on the spread of technological
innovations are investigated. The presence of such innovations is a prerequisite for the development of any economic
system. Accordingly, the organization of the DEPS development management should take into account the level of
such heterogeneity, although the authors of [15] do not pay
attention to management aspects and merely cover groups of
indicators in assessing the level of heterogeneity. An important managerial decision in the context of the concept of the
DEPS heterogeneity is the wish to overcome it by eliminating inefficient and unqualified enterprises from the DEPS.
Similar suggestions are presented in [16]. At the same time,
they are focused only on the virtual interaction of enterprises and require refinement of the economic production
systems present in the physical world with a well-designed
organizational structure.
An exemplary case study is [17], in which the theory
of the development of inhomogeneous economic systems is
developed. However, it is limited to a rather broad description of the types of heterogeneities and the introduction
of a number of classification features. These are features
such as mode of interaction, degree of maturity, forms of
manifestation, and nature of development. Although a
positive component of [17] is the identification of the heterogeneity of time, space, interaction, methods of coordination, resources, institutions, and technologies, these types
of heterogeneity are proposed to be taken into account
in the process of organizing the management of mutual
implementation of the projects of the DEPS development
during the regulation of communication acts of the DEPS
participants. Based on previous research [14–17], when
forming the organizational support for the management of
the DEPS, it is necessary to take into account the situation
of an asymmetry of the development of individual systems
within the DEPS. This requirement closely intersects with
the concept of economic power, which is described in some
detail, for example, in [18, 19]. Thus, the detailed list of
tools and sources of manifestation of economic power, defined in [18], was used in [19] to form a network of creation
and distribution of added value between aircraft-building
enterprises. It should be noted that the developments [19]
are predominantly focused on the market power of an
enterprise, whereas in the context of the DEPS it is necessary to examine the power in the context of decentralized
decision-making. Such a change in the orientation of the
study places additional requirements on the consideration
of organizational support for the management of the DEPS
development and on the establishment of a stable communication process for the DEPS participants.
Another aspect of the organization of the DEPS development is related to the scope of activities of business associations. The increase in the activities has led to the emergence
of elaborations on the issues of creating and organizing the
management of large-scale economic production systems.
In particular, requirements for institutional structuring of
large-scale EPSs are explored in [20], and features of information consolidation regarding the management needs of
such EPSs are highlighted in [21]. In addition, requirements
for achieving organizational and communication sustainability of large-scale systems are established in [22]. Accordingly, these achievements need expanding to take into
account the possible decentralization of the organizational
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structure of large-scale EPSs. Meanwhile, the scale and
heterogeneity of the DEPS require the addition of one more
property to the existing studies related to the asymmetry of
changes and the asymmetry of the DEPS development. As
a rule, researchers emphasize only the objective availability
of information asymmetry that influences the management
of decision-making as to the development of an entity. Such
an emphasis on the existence of information asymmetry is
predominantly inherent in the institutional economic theory. In particular, in [23], the manifestation of asymmetric
information is considered as a prerequisite for the emergence
of opportunistic behaviour. The authors of this study shed
light on the most common techniques for manipulating information to influence the behaviour of interaction agents.
The organization of the DEPS development management
should take into account such techniques, although the
management processes are not considered directly in [23].
There is also a certain layer of research in which asymmetry is understood to mean different levels of development
of the components of an economic system. For example,
in [24], asymmetry is researched within a country-by-country representation as a “system of systems” for the choice of
infrastructure solutions. It is appropriate to integrate such
multivariate decisions into the contours of the organization
of the DEPS management. The taxonomy of the Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) of manufacturing enterprises is
oriented to overcome the asymmetry. On the basis of this
taxonomy, it is possible to identify the main components
of consolidated management of the economic production
system, but it needs to be expanded to take into account the
availability of specific systems of goals of the ERP system
participants.
In this context, the suggestion of [26] to consider the
economic production “system of systems” primarily as a
social phenomenon should be supported. In such a system,
people interact to implement common agreements. An instrument of implementing such arrangements can be the
discipline of ontological engineering described in [27],
which models the construction of an economic production
system through a set of organizational roles. Accordingly, it
can be predicted that determining the list of such roles will
establish the basis of organizational support for managing
the development of the DEPS.
The application of the methodology of ontological engineering in relation to a large-scale economic production
system has already been considered in [22]. Due to its
focus solely on rigid integrated entities, this development
needs to be expanded to take into account the specifics
of decentralized interaction between business entities.
The main difficulty here is to define the role system of
the participants in their decentralized interaction. This is
possible only if there is a clear identification of some common interest of the interaction participants, which is quite
difficult to do in the context of a decentralized, large-scale,
locally optimized, heterogeneous economic production
system with asymmetric information distribution between
its participants. It is this complexity that determines the
problems of the study.
3. The aim and objectives of the study
The aim of the study is to formulate the theoretical basis
for the organized management of the development of a decen-

tralized economic production system through the regulation
of the interaction of its key stakeholders.
To achieve this aim, the following objectives were set:
– to determine the features of applying business engineering technology to organize the management of interaction of participants of decentralized economic production
systems in development projects;
– to establish a set of key roles of stakeholders and to
define their place in the system of decentralized development
of managerial decision-making;
– to develop a set of communication models of participants of economic production systems, aimed at supporting
the rules of development and implementation of consolidated
managerial decisions.
4. Materials and methods for researching the process
of organizing the interaction of economic systems’
participants in implementing development projects
Taking into account the complexity of the relations
between the participants of decentralized economic production systems for the management of joint development
projects, it is proposed to use the Design and Engineering Methodology for Organizations (DEMO) developed
in [28]. Within the framework of the DEMO methodology [28], the economic production system is represented as
a network of distribution of interaction and responsibility
based on the common ontology (common subject domain
understanding) adopted by the EPS participants. Such a
network, according to [29], is a map of the most important
agreements on the types of the DEPS activities. The implementation of such agreements, in turn, is described as a
set of communication and product acts [28]. In this aspect,
the DEMO methodology distinguishes the communication
and production activities of the socioeconomic system in
the management processes. Moreover, based on the statement in [30], it is proposed to use the description of the
interaction of elements of a corporate architecture as a tool
for organizing the DEPS management. A similar approach
was used in the monograph [31] to regulate the interaction
of the DEPS participants. This logic broadly complies with
the approach declared in ISO 24748-2 [32] to create a
communication system for the implementation of a specific
project. The disclosure of this logic in relation to the DEPS
is shown in Fig. 1. The main advantage of using the series of
ISO 24748 standards for organizing the work of the DEPS
is the separation of the target system and the security
system. The target system will be the value offered by the
DEPS. The security system is formed from organizations
within the DEPS. Accordingly, the management organization will determine the requirements and benchmarks for
maintaining the selected trajectory of the target system
over its life cycle. In the context of organizing the management of the DEPS development, it is proposed to extend the
DEMO methodology characterized in [33] by the concept
of organizational capabilities, which is understood as the
ability to perform certain activities within given resource
constraints. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the hypothesis of
the study is the use of DEMO communication acts to coordinate the parameters of development projects of individual
participants of the DEPS within the framework of compliance with existing arrangements for the implementation of
DEMO production acts.
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Decentralized Economic
Production System (DEPS)
Competition manager of the chain
of industrial cooperation
A project to implement joint
organizational capabilities in
the direction of meeting the
consumer needs
Communication
acts of the
DEMO
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Organizational support for partial centralization
of the interaction of the DEPS participants
Consolidated entity
of corporate oversight
A project to develop the DEPS
Communication
capacity and the organizational
acts of the DEMO
capabilities of its individual
participants

1st participant of the DEPS

i-th participant of
the DEPS

A subproject to develop
the capacity of an
individual participant

Communication
acts of the DEMO

Utilizing the potential of a
participant (DEMO production act)

Communication
acts of the DEMO

Communication
acts of the
DEMO

A subproject to develop
the capacity of an
individual participant
Utilizing the potential of a
participant (DEMO
production act)

Communication acts of the DEMO

Communication acts of the DEMO

A subproject to reveal the capacity of a
participant (DEMO production act)

A subproject to reveal the
capacity of a participant
(DEMO production act)

Enterprises that constitute the DEPS potential
Fig. 1. Based on ISO 24748 [32], the logic of organizing the management of functioning and development of a decentralized
economic production system
Orientation towards the logic of establishing the interaction of the DEPS participants, as presented in Fig. 1
makes it possible to involve the results of studies devoted
to the concept of Enterprise Interoperability [34, 35] in
the methodological basis of the organization of the DEPS
management. It is the application of this concept that helps
establish an ontological basis for optimizing the interaction
of the DEPS participants by any jointly defined optimization
criterion. Such a criterion may be, for example, the stability
criterion declared in [35]. However, this development should
be expanded by adding the rest of the above-mentioned
features of the vital functions of the DEPS to the criteria of
optimization.
5. The results of studying the problem of regulating the
interaction of participants of decentralized economic
production systems
5. 1. Features of organization of management of joint
development of participants of decentralized economic
production systems
The organization of management of the DEPS in the
process of functioning and during the implementation of
development projects requires some organizational support.
When organizing such management, it should be envisaged
that there are a number of stakeholders, their roles and their
views on the DEPS development benchmarks. It is necessary
to distinguish between the models of processes of functioning and development of the DEPS. From the point of view of
functioning processes, the developed model of management
organization should help, first, coordinate the parameters of
interaction of the DEPS participants. Second, such a model
should allow the communication of an individual DEPS participant with the rest of the entities. In the context of devel-
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opment processes, the devised organizational models should
help solve two main problems. First, it is the organization of
interaction between the participants of the DEPS in determining the guidelines for the development of the economic
system as a whole. Secondly, it is the establishment of communications regarding the perception of new development
targets by an individual participant of the DEPS.
Correspondingly formed models of interaction of the
DEPS participants should promote two types of decisions
within the DEPS. These can be strategic resolutions. Such
decisions require rational organization of the negotiation
process of the DEPS participants in determining the characteristics of the strategy and organizing their interaction
during the implementation of the DEPS strategy. It is also
appropriate to distinguish tactical decisions that are focused
on managing deviations from the chosen DEPS trajectory.
Organizational support for such decisions also provides
for the regulation of the negotiation process. Strategic
decisions determine the business rules for the engagement
of the DEPS participants and require the development of
coercive mechanisms to comply with such business rules.
Tactical decisions are based on modelling the operation of
such mechanisms. Modelling these types of solutions in the
context of the economic system decentralization goes beyond the common “principal-agent” relationships described
in [36]. Accordingly, it is DEMO models, expanded by the
achievements of the institutional economic theory, that will
form the basis of organizational support for the management
of the DEPS development. As a rule, in the literature, the implementation of the DEMO methodology is revealed by the
example of an enterprise that produces one type of product.
An example here is a basic study of the DEMO methodology [28] and its numerous extensions [29, 30, 37]. These
developments [28–30, 37] are built around a description of
the work of a pizza business, with only three stakeholders
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and two activities identified. Similar examples are studies of car rental business processes [37] and the customer
order lifecycle [38]. This approach needs to be expanded
to the level of industrial cooperation of the DEPS participants. This will allow taking into account the relations of
decentralization in the formed organizational support as
well as predicting the asymmetry of changes in the DEPS
development. A description of such industrial cooperation
under the DEMO approach [28] will entail the creation of
four types of system descriptions: descriptions of its design,
processes, states, and actions. It should also be noted that
the use of the DEMO methodology for the creation of an
industrial cooperation network and the harmonization of
attributes of value creation within the framework of tactical
decisions are described in detail in the monograph [31]. The
main idea [31] is to use the organizational capabilities of the
DEPS participants to meet consumer needs. According to
this idea, production and communication acts are presented
in Fig. 2. In this case, an individual entity B-A01 executes
the consumer order and forms the necessary chain of industrial cooperation.

participants of the DEPS to obtain the to-be model. It should
also be noted that the model cited in the article can be considered as a to-be model in relation to the previous developments
by the authors [22, 31], where the as-is model is presented for
coordination of interaction of participants of large-scale economic production systems. The proposals for the optimization
of the list of agents and the composition of the transaction
can be identified as an act of organizational development. An
important task in developing a to-be model is to determine
the composition of the main stakeholders of the DEPS. According to the DEMO approach, it is argued in [39] that the
organization of the DEPS work is more focused not on the set
of economic entities entering the economic system, but on the
roles they perform.
Therefore, the construction of any economic system
within the DEMO approach is modelled through the definition of transaction types and actor roles. As can be seen
from Fig. 3, such roles are divided between productive
acts (that is, aimed at implementing the mission of the
DEPS activities) and coordination acts (that is, by accepting mutual commitments to implement the product acts
by the participants). The model
Level of
DEPS industrial
presented in Fig. 3 is generally
interaction with
cooperation chain
based on the logic of interaction
B-CA01
the consumer
of business entities in the consolВ-T03
idated use of organizational caВ-А01
B-CA02
Conpabilities, outlined in Fig. 1. This
В-T01
Components
В-T02
Competition
sumers
of a created
Enterprises
model is identified in the DEMO
manager of the
of the
value
at the core of
chain of
DEPS
Consumer
terminology as a “Global Actor
the
DEPS
industrial
Creation
of
products
order
cooperation
consumer
Transaction Diagram”. To build it,
fulfilment
value
the Modelworld modelling system
[40] is used, which allows the difFig. 2. A basic flowchart of coordinating interaction of participants of the decentralized ferent levels of the DEMO model
description to be integrated into
economic production system
one unit. Substantially, the above
The flowchart of Fig. 2 can be used to make strategic
model proposes the selection of four aggregate elements.
decisions, too. In contrast to the developments in [22, 31],
First, the industrial cooperation chains of the DEPS parit is proposed to use the DEMO methodology not for the
ticipants, which ensure the creation of consumer value and
formation and regulation of the functioning of the industrial
the involvement in the consolidated implementation of the
cooperation network but for the development of benchmarks
development projects in the DEPS. Secondly, it is the confor the management mechanism of the DEPS development.
sumer enquiry identification entity that provides situationAt the same time, it is proposed to consider development not
al formation and reformatting of the industrial cooperation
as abstract qualitative, structural and quantitative changes,
network. This is the subject of any of the participants of
but as specific projects for implementing such changes. It is
the DEPS that begins the process of performing the B-A01
in this case that the organization of the management of the
role indicated in Fig. 3. Thirdly, the establishment of orDEPS development is reduced to determining a system of
ganizational support for the interaction of the participants
requirements and restrictions for development projects of
of the DEPS is envisaged based on partial centralization
each of the DEPS participants, as outlined in Fig. 1.
of the function. It is in the framework of such provision
that a consolidated vision of the DEPS marketing strategy
5. 2. Creating a top-level model and identifying key
is formed and certain business rules of joint activities are
roles of the stakeholders in the system design
defined. Therefore, in [31], it is suggested to identify a
Organized management of the DEPS development renumber of key economic entities that make up the so-called
quires determining its features precisely in the absence of
“DEPS core”. It is around their interaction that the value
centralized implementation of managerial influences. Desupply of the market is formed by the DEPS. The approvelopment is generally regarded as a transition from an expriateness of allocating such a nucleus is explained by the
isting state (defined by the as-is model) to a state with new
need to maintain a certain organizational flexibility of the
advanced qualities (defined by the to-be model). There is now
DEPS while fulfilling the requirement of sustainability
some criticism of the approach to the formation of the as-is and
of its vital activities. It is within the framework of this
to-be models when the emphasis is on the appropriateness of
proposal in Fig. 3 that the formation of an industrial costarting modelling immediately from the formation of a promoperation network is envisaged not on the basis of vertical
ising model. Taking this approach, we hypothesize that the
or horizontal integration but through the development of
development of the DEPS will be based on regulating DEMO
a system of institutional agreements and requirements for
communication acts of the negotiation process regarding the
business processes. The management organization in this
parameters of implementing the necessary changes by the
case implies determining a set of business rules and guide-
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lines for the management systems of individual participants
of the DEPS. The fourth aggregate element is the mapping
of the roles of strategic business units within the DEPS. It
is envisaged that the final development projects for the development of such strategic business units will be based on
their communication with each other within the framework
of the benchmarks established by partial centralization.
The model outlined in Fig. 3 is the basis for a more detailed presentation of the interaction of the DEPS participants and the organization of managing the development of
such interaction. This model displays a list of transactions
and clearly identifies the initiators and executors of such
transactions. This creates the prerequisites for the development of rules of vital activities of the DEPS, which are
hypothesized to form the basis of organizational support for
managing the development of the DEPS.
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5. 3. Modelling of coordination acts of the DEPS participants and identification of the structure of communication interaction results
Orientation towards the model of the economic system
design in Fig. 3 helps establish the one presented in Fig. 4
as a model of transactions in which the participants of the
DEPS are involved. In the DEMO terminology, the flowchart of Fig. 4 is identified as an Actor Transaction Diagram.
This model primarily details the interaction and determines
the basis of the communication process. Each transaction
is formed in terms of the chain “request – promise – performance of the actor role – confirmation of performance –
acceptance or refusal of result”. In Fig. 4, such interaction
within the frames of Fig. 4 is shown in the section of the set
of product acts outlined in Fig. 3 (defined by the set {T}) and
given in the form “rqTi – pmTi – Ti – stTi – acTi/rf Ti ”.
The chain of the
DEPS industrial
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В-T01
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of the
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Key performance
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Fig. 3. A top-level model of the organization of development management of the decentralized economic production system
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Fig. 4. Simulation of the communication process on consolidated harmonization of parameters of the DEPS participants’
development projects (a PSD model in the DEMO terminology)
A positive element of the DEMO methodology is the formation of a detailed structure of the results of the interaction
of the DEPS participants in the communication process.
Such a structure of the results helps trace parameters of interaction of the participants of the economic production system in the part of evaluating the success of implementing the
accepted obligations within the created system of business
rules and guidelines of fulfilling development projects by the
DEPS participants. To simplify the presentation of the study
material, the proposed structure of the results is presented
not in a separate diagram but in Fig. 4 in the context of displaying communication about the process the performance

of which leads to the emergence of a given result from the
management organization.
5. 4. Simulation of the flow of the DEPS processes
(formation of the Process Structure Diagram of the
DEMO methodology)
In Fig. 3, 4, the interaction models of the DEPS participants reflect the logic of the communication process but
ignore the sequence of product acts. Accordingly, a flowchart in Fig. 5 is presented to simulate the process flow. This
diagram is also built in terms of requests (rqTi) and promises
(pmTi) of the DEPS agents to perform certain actions.
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ac

Fig. 5. Simulation of the process of functioning and development of the DEPS
It is clear that Fig. 5 presents only the top-level processes
that need to be detailed using an approach to describing an entity’s business processes. The advantage of the diagram is that
the processes are grouped in the context of the respective actor
roles (participants of the DEPS). At the beginning of the modelling process, two major types of management decisions are
identified to support the functioning and development of the
DEPS. Accordingly, such a grouping of processes is the basis
of the DEPS process diagram in Fig. 5, which is also performed
using the DEMO methodology. The identified process groups
are reflected, respectively, below and above the key process
that models the need to transform the business processes of
the DEPS participants according to the changed parameters
of the target system. This process is the key because the DEPS
receives money from consolidated creation and implementation
of value in the market. Accordingly, the criterion for the development of individual participants of the DEPS should be the
ability to maximize the consolidated financial flow.
5. 5. Modelling the subject area of organizing interaction of the DEPS participants (formation of the State
Model Diagram of the DEMO methodology)
The models shown in Fig. 3–5 are the basis for the creation of the subject area for the organization of management of
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the DEPS development and a ground for meaningful contents
of the system of providing such management. The subject area
is formed by defining the key concepts of the DEPS activities
that correspond to the product transactions introduced in
Fig. 3. The diagram in Fig. 3 determines the course of the
communication process of the DEPS participants regarding
these transactions. The diagram in Fig. 5 discloses the sequence of implementing relevant business processes in time.
The diagram presented in Fig. 6 contains a list of classes of objects related to one or another transaction of the ones shown
in Fig. 3. This model also defines the list of possible actions of
the DEPS participants related to one or another element of
the subject area. It is the presence of such a list of actions that
determines the requirements for coordinating development
projects of individual participants of the DEPS. The most
self-identified set of such requirements will be the organization of development management of the DEPS participants
stated in the purpose of the article. Moreover, a targeted development orientation is provided by the relationship between
the benchmarks of the development projects and, as identified
in Fig. 4, the business rules of the DEPS operation and the results of the product acts. The content of Fig. 6 shows the upper
level of the ontological model of the DEPS. This diagram is
the basis for the formation of managerial information systems

Control processes

of the DEPS participants. Such systems will help monitor the
compliance of the DEPS participants with the development
guidelines and consolidated business rules.
The development of this model is based on the use of predicate logic in its graphical interpretation given in [28]. The
logic of such graphical interpretation implies using the tools
of object-role modelling (fact-oriented principle description
of the subject area of the research) [41], which the authors of
this article have already used to form the rules of interaction
of integrated entities (this development is published in [20]).
In Fig. 6, the model is an extension of the research development [31] in terms of taking into account the decentralized
approach to decision-making within the framework of the
DEPS. This scheme, with the help of the predicates introduced, modulates the flow processes indicated in Fig. 5.

The set of models presented in the article gives an idea
of the DEPS architecture. According to the TOGAF standard [42], the architecture of the DEPS should be understood as an overall business organization model, identified
elements of the system, a structure and interconnection of
the DEPS components, development guidelines, and the
like. According to this interpretation, the organization
of the management of the DEPS development will mean
identification of the relevant elements of the DEPS architecture, which are modelled using the diagrams shown
in Fig. 3–6. These models will determine all the major
aspects of the DEPS activities (in this case, we accept the
interpretation given in [43] of the architecture as a set of
major decisions made in relation to a particular economic
production system).
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Fig. 6. A conceptual model of forming organizational support for managing the development of decentralized economic
production systems
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6. Discussion of the results of the organizational
modelling and defining the rules for maintaining
sustainability of the DEPS
The proposed models of interaction of the DEPS participants are the basis of the organization of management of
the economic production system development. First of all,
within the frameworks indicated in Fig. 3–6, communication acts define the parameters of the DEPS development
projects and harmonize such parameters by the participants
of the DEPS (as presented in Fig. 1). Accordingly, the management system of each DEPS participant is oriented to
work within the chosen parameters. Second, the modelling
of the participants’ interaction takes place within the agreed
architecture of the DEPS. This architecture is the result
of implementing a number of major management decisions
regarding the organization of the DEPS work and the definition of the development benchmarks. Accordingly, the
organization of development management of the DEPS will
be reduced, firstly, to joint development of the parameters
of their development projects, and secondly, to determining
the set of business rules for the interaction of the participants of the economic production system regarding their
participation in joint development processes. In this connection, the main advantage of the organizational models
presented in the article, made using technology of business
engineering, is the ability to form on their basis a certain
set of management decisions to support the functioning and
to determine the benchmarks for the development of the
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DEPS. Accordingly, the organization of management of the
DEPS development will entail improving the existing (evolutionary development) and establishing new (revolutionary
development) business rules. An advantage of the DEMO
methodology is the ability to relate such business rules to
the product acts introduced in Fig. 3. An example of such
connection regarding the organization of the management of
production processes of the DEPS is given in Table 1.
There are some limitations as to applying the developed
models of the interaction regulation for the DEPS participants in the practice of managing real economic objects.
Such limitations imply that the business rules presented
in Table 1 correspond to the maximum level of aggregation
and need detailing for each level of the DEPS hierarchy.
These business rules are needed first of all to determine
the main directions of managing the DEPS through the
use of models of communication acts. It is also noteworthy
that the system of business rules in Table 1 defines the
regulations and patterns of behaviour of the DEPS participants on the basis of the subject area ontology specified
in Fig. 6. Orientation towards this ontology makes it possible to integrate the developed DEMO models with other
modelling tools. For example, correlation of the developed
models with the standard of architectural modelling ArchiMate [44] helps establish the appropriate information
and infrastructure support for managing the DEPS development as well as identify the list of existing business
services and software within the DEPS. The logic of such
integration of models is presented in Fig. 7.
Table 1

Identification of the business rules for managing the DEPS activities
(establishment of the Transaction Result Table of the DEMO methodology) [31]
Number of the global model
transaction
T01 – fulfilment of the consumer
order
T02 – creation of consumer value through the establishment of
a cooperation network

Result of the transaction
R01 – the consumer request for market
value is satisfied
R02 – cooperation network to implement
the target system is formed

T03 – components of value cre- R03 – separate components of consumer
ation
value within the framework of distributing business processes among the DEPS
participants are received
T04 – identification of changes R04 – parameters of change of the target
of the target system parameters system are defined
T05 – identification of requirements for the industrial cooperation network
T06 – individual projects of
transformations of business processes of the DEPS participants
T07 – implementation of a project of the DEPS development
T08 – harmonization of development guidelines

R05 – requirements for the industrial
cooperation network within the DEPS
are identified
R06 – projects for the development of
individual participants of the DEPS are
implemented
R07 – the project of the DEPS development is implemented
R08 – development guidelines and parameters for narrowing the compromise zone
are agreed
T09 – regulation of centralized R09 – functions with centralized perforfunctions
mance are regulated

Components of the organized management of the DEPS development and the activities of its participants
Business rules on the terms, quality, completeness and timing of
consumer orders
Descriptions of the DEPS business architecture elements are
added to the corporate portal. A description of the attributes
of value creation and the accepted requirements for their characteristics
A detailed description of the requirements for attributes of value creation in the context of detailing through business processes. Local business rules are adopted by all DEPS participants
and key stakeholders
Design documentation and lifecycle model of the target system.
A list of lifecycle practices and requirements for the support
system
The basic rules of logistical service are adopted at the DEPS
level. Requirements for business process flow parameters

Parameters of transaction implementation. Rules for outsourcing processes. Rules for reviewing the DEPS core membership
and rules for interaction with subcontractors
Supplier selection rules. A list of criteria by which the zone of
compromise between the DEPS participants is narrowed
Regulations of corporate oversight. Indicative benchmarks of
the DEPS activities in terms of key characteristics of the participants’ business processes
A list of marketing and financial indicators. Results of modelling
interaction parameters. Micro-institutes and control concepts
are created
T10 – setting development re- R10 – requirements for development Mutual coordination of requirements for the parameters of
quirements for the DEPS par- projects of the DEPS participants are interrelated development projects, achieved as a result of interticipants
established
active communications
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Fig. 7. Harmonization of organizational support for the processes of managing the functioning and
development of the DEPS based on a service-oriented paradigm
The diagram in Fig. 7 uses the approach proposed in [36]
to present DEMO product acts as elements of ArchiMate
notation business processes [44]. This approach was already
used by the authors in [31] to regulate the formation of an
industrial cooperation network and to standardise logistics functions. The model in Fig. 7 focuses on the recursive
reflection of changes in the development processes and
management organization of the DEPS development. For
this purpose, the diagram of Fig. 7 is supplemented with the
elements of the domain model that were declared in Fig. 6.
The advantage of ArchiMate notation is the combination of
a single model of three levels that describes the business logic
of the production system (this logic is presented in the article
using the DEMO approach) in close connection with the
work of information systems. Therefore, the model in Fig. 7
is supplied with the reflected levels of providing information
services and physical infrastructure.
Nevertheless, the results obtained require further research
in order to bring the developments closer to practical implementation. First of all, it is necessary to expand the developed
ontology of the subject area in terms of supplementing it
with the components of interaction of specific participants of
the DEPS. This extension of the ontology may in the future
serve as a basis for the formation of a work plan of accounts of
management accounting for the DEPS participants. Besides,
the diagram of Fig. 7 shows only the logic of integrating the
DEMO methodology and the ArchiMate architectural modelling language. Accordingly, it is necessary to develop more

detailed models using ArchiMate, which would determine the
implementation features declared by DEMO communication
and product acts. Such models, in their turn, will form the basis for a detailed description of the logic of business processes
of interaction of the DEPS participants. This type of description can be obtained using, for example, the Business Process
Model Notation (BPMN) approach. In this case, the models
presented in the article and their ArchiMate extensions will
act as aggregate process models.
7. Conclusion
1. The study has proved the necessity to take into account the possibility of decentralized decision-making by
locally optimized economic entities while organizing the
management of integrated economic production systems.
Such decentralization has identified the peculiarities of establishing organizational support for the management of the
decentralized economic production systems. The creation
of such security is represented by the formation of a set of
business rules distributed among the participants of the
economic production system and the regulation of projects
of transformational revision of such business rules by the
DEPS participants.
2. The technology of Design and Engineering Methodology for Organizations, DEMO, is used as a theoretical
and methodological basis to organize management of the
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development of decentralized economic production systems.
Within the framework of applying the DEMO methodology,
we have identified a set of key roles of stakeholders whose
interaction defines the guidelines for the development of the
economic production system. The application of the DEMO
methodology has helped develop a set of top-level communication models of participants of economic production
systems and substantiate a system of rules for narrowing
the zone of compromises regarding the parameters of organizational development of the economic production system.
It has been proved that the organization of managing the
DEPS sustainability should be based on control of communication parameters of its participants.
3. The developed models are proposed to be used in
the consolidation of strategic decisions by the responsible
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persons of the decentralized economic production system.
In order to achieve such consolidation, a component of
partial centralization of management processes and subordinate models of strategic business units in the structure
of the DEPS participants have been identified. The main
objective of these models is to facilitate the communication process of the key stakeholders. In addition, it is proposed to correlate the DEMO models with standards for
architectural modelling of the systems. The logic of such
correlation is presented by the example of ArchiMate architectural modelling language. The appropriateness of such
correlation is conditioned by the creation of a basis for the
deployment of a corporate management information system
and the development of business processes of the economic
production system.
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